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PA.."IU.LLEL AL-GORITHMS FOR OPTIMIZATION 

LEOr{ SŁOMIŃSKI 

Systems Resea.rch Institute, Polish 'Academy of .Sciences 
Newelska 6, 01-44-7 ~arszawa, Poland 

ABSlr'RACT . 

One of the major developments in computing in recent years 
bas bęen the introduction of a variety of parallel computers 
and the development of algorithms tha~ effectively utilize 
their capabilities. Significant opportunities etist for the 
utilization of parallelism in optimization.Algorittims and mod
els that were intractable by the performance standards of von 
Neumann ccmputers are becoming increasingly attractive . in the 
parallel envirom:lent. New optimization algorithms are designed 
specially for parallel architectures. Our attention is focuss
ed on discussing some directions and principles for designing, 
implementing and _analyzing numerical optimization algorithms 
to be used on the commercially avai lable vector and multipro
cessor computers or those projected to appear in the nearest 
future. 

KEY WORDS: parallel computing, combinatorial algorithms, ę~fi
ciency of parall~l algorithms. 

INTĘODUCTION 

The impact of high performance computers on large scale sci

entif'ic computing has inf'i.ltrated the field of numerical optimi

zation and- its appl~cations in operat'ions research, management 

sciences and engineer'i~g.1 _Pat'allelism influen~es the ' .ieŚign of 

new algorithms that hcl.d grea1. promise for solving vecy l:arge 

problems in signif'icant areas of applications. 

In this- article we conceńtrate our attention on disćussing 

same new ideas in designing, implementing and evaluating paral

l el optimization algorithms,in particulara~ algorithms for com

binatorial óptimization problems defined on graphs and discrete 

sets. We take into account here existing vector and parallel 

computers as well as machines of the nearest · future (systolic 

, __ . 
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arrays, cellular automata, neural networks). 

Section 1 is a short introduction into vector and multipro

cessor terulinology and taxonoocy. The importance of intercom

mw:ucation features and I/O issues 1n parallelism a.re stress

ed. 

Section 2 · treats generał methods that bave been worked · out 

for constructing optimization algorithms _in parallel environ

ments. The relations between tb.e .. time comple.x:ity results gain

ed from theoretical ana.lysis and results of e:x:periments cbtain

ed by implementations based--on simulated m.ul.tiprocessor struc

tures are b.ighl.igbted. 

1. PA.RALLELISM IN COMPUTING. PAR.ALLEL MODELS MID ARCHITECTURES 

Parallelism is a set of tecbniques that introduce conc~rency 

in computer systems,ebablillg several interconnected units to be 

simultaneously active in order to decrease the time necessary 

for solving our problem. Sc, by parallel com:put er , inf'or~ally, 

we mean BIJS computer capable of performing two or m.ore logical

ly connected computations sim.ultaneously. Algorithms tnat are 

designed to do simulta.o.eous computation by exploiting the paral

l~lism inherent in a given problem. will be called - parall:el al-

gorithms. 
.·, 

By no~ a number of di.fferent architectures of parallel com-

puters have emerged, all based on som.e notion of .how computa

tions are to proceed and of how com.ponents in. the architecture 

interact. A sUllllIIB.ry {Le,65) of the correspondences for present 

day arc_b.itectures is given in Table 1. 

:rhere is no generał ma.del which ce.ptures all parallel archi

tec tu.res. We can, b.owever, distinguish several classes_ of para 

lel computers. First, there is the class of pipelined machmes 
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.Table 1 

Model o:f computation Corresponding architecture 
-

1. Sequential control on scalar 1a. von Neumann - type com-
data .. puter_ 

.1b. Multiplication CPU 
1c. Pipelined computer 

2. Sequential control on vector 2a. Vector computers 

data 2b. A2ra.y processors 

3. IndepeD9-ent communi cating 3a. Shared memory multipro-
processors cessors 

I• 3b. Ultracompliters 
3c. Networks of small ma-

chines 

4. Functional and data-d.riven 4a. Reduction machines 
computation 4b. Data flow machines 

In these computers an arithmetic operation is split into ~ chain 

of small tasks. A processo.r performs a specific task and passes 

the result on to its neighbour. Inputs and results a.re st.reamed 

through a pipeline in sucha way that successive tasks are over- · 

lapped, and the overall saving in execution time in a pipelined 
'. ' 

model is of O(K), where K iŚ the number of stages in the pipe-

line. 

Vector computers are a subclass of pipeline . machines that use 

this technique to rapidlY. compute arithmetic and legie ope.ra

tions on vectors of data. 

A second class contains the single instruction st~eam multi

ple data stream (SifID) machines. At one point in time,. the pro

cessors perform the same type of operations on local data.Usual

ly, the.re is a large number of miniature processors each with 



its own memory. We shall. cousider systolic· arrays as a subclass 

of snm type ·m.achines. A systolic array is a collection of syn

ch.ronized, special-purpose, rudimentary processors.with a fixed 

interconnection network. The function·of processors and the: type 
' . 

of interconnection scbeme depend upon. the problem being solved. 

The simplicity of the processors and ~he uniformity of the pro~ 

cessor interconnection allow large systolic arrays to be imple

mented on a single chip by using VLSI tecb.nalogy. 

Cellular automata (e.g. CAM 6 and C.AM 7 f'rom MIT, with the 

power of 200 GIPS) and neural network macb.ines also f'all' in the 

snrn ~ateg~g of parallel architectues. 

A tb.ird class .o:f the parallel m.achine.s, the large_st one, con

tains the multiple instruction stream multiple data stream 

(~DID) c9mputers. ~ore freqQent, up to now, are control-flow 

multiprocessor architectures (synchronous or asynchronous) in 

which the operations ~e executed in a predeteraun.ed order by a 

.control convention used by the program.mer. Data-flow (e.g. Man-

chester Data-Flow prototype) and redQction (óata-driven) ~a

chines have been proposed and designed. SIMD and co~trol-flow 

Mil'.,ID machines can be categorized according to the way in which 

the processors intercoru:1unicate. 

The first category is fQrmed by the so-called switcbed sys

tems in which the.re is . an identifiable and separate unit that 

connects a n~mber of processors and memory modQles. ohared mem

ary architectures are in this class. I n shared memory macbines 

a numbe~ of processors are connected via the switch unit to a 

number of independent memory Qnits .•. •In 'tb.e most restrictive 

shared memory (SM) model no two processors may have access to 
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the same memory location during the same instruction. The SM 

model which allows any number of processors to address the same 

location for reading but not for writing, is usually desig;nated 

by S.M-R. Tlie SM-RW model allows sny -number of processors to ad

dress the same locatiou during both read and write instructions. 

The second category is that of network systems. In these ar

chitectures a number of processors are co~ected through an in
terconnection network with a particular topoiogy. Interconnec

tion network can be . viewed as a graph with vertices correspond-

1.ng to processors and edges (undirected) or arcs (directed) .to 

!llake connec"tion. Two ·parameters of the graph are::~important in , 
this context: the maximum vertex degree d1 , which should _be 

bounded by a constańt on groun.ds of practical feasibility, and 

the maximum pa th ~ength a2 w~ch should grow at most logari thmic ... 

ally in the number of processors, to ensure fast communication. 

The most popular interconnectiDn pa.tteros are: · 

1. Two-dimensional mesh connected network (d1 = 4~ , d2=0(VP)), 

where p - the number of processors. 

2. Cube connected network -(d1 = a2 _=_d = log2 p) • . 

3. Perfect shu:ffle netwo~~ ra1 = 3, d; = U~ l og2 p)). 

4. Binary tree ne_twork (d1 == 3, a2 = O(log2 P)). 

All these networks can simulate each other in pol;ynomial time 

and space. 

Commercial. and laboratory examples of the pa.rallel architec

tures, we have listed, ar.e as follows::. 

- Supercomputers and minisupercompu~ers (pipelined and vectór

ized): Cray 1 from Cray Resear'ch, Cyber 205 from Control Data, 

· Cedar from the Univ. of ,Illinois, S-810 from Hitachi, Fac om VP 
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from Fujitsu, YX/8 from Alliant, C1 from Conve:x, Sequent Balance 

21000 an.d SCS-40 from Sequent Balance. 

- Shared memory multi-CPU superC0!IlpU_ters: C-ray nJ:P (4CFU' s) I 

Cray 2 and ;i, RP-3 from IBM, HEF· f~m Denelcor, ETA-10 from ETA. . . . . . . - . .. -·· . - - i 

- SIMil com.puters: :OAP f~ocn ICL (4096 pro(:essors; '~eh wHh . ' . : . . . -; . -- - __ .• 

wraped around topology) I ILLIAC IV from t _he Univ-. óf _. Illinois 
. . . 

(64 processors, thoroidal two-dimensional ··!ilesh), . &>F. f'ra.m Bo~ 

roug~s. 

-· 'MIMD computers: ayberplus from CDC (ring interconnection), 

Ml'P f rom Goodyear (two-dicneasional mesh with wra~~d around), 

Transputer networlcs frocn INMOs, Local· A.rea Netviork:s of microcom

puters and workstations (Univ. of Colorado, Univ. of Wisconsin). 

- Hyperc11be computers: System 14- from Ametek, iPSC from 

Inte l , NCube (1024 processors) from NCube Corp., Connection t':a

chine 1 and . 2 from 1UT and Thinking MachiJ;le Co., Hypercube (p = 

= 26 , 27) from Caltech. 

A crucial parameter characteri~ing the way we are thinking 

about parallel macb.ines is the ratio of the communication time 

for a piece of data to the time requirea for ' the operation to be 

perf'ormed on i t ('C' -ratio)'. From this poi~t of view C.G. Bell 

(Be,87) disting11ishes three classes of parallel computers: 

1. Message passing and - multiple processors· operating . simul ta

neously: 1a. The workstation clusters (50-100 stations), 'i = 
- 6 3 

= 10.::i-10 .- 1b. i\\lllticomputers (}2-10 parallel processors) 'i~ 
3 ~2-10 (e.g. - hypercubes).- 1c. ,~ultiprocessors with shared 

memory (e.g.:.. Cray XMP/4-,d),'t = 1-102 • 
' . -

2. Computers with m.icromultitasking of a single process which 

is als o dane on N processors witb SM, (ne„ver Cray, new mainfraims 1 

m.inis ..ipers) , 't' ~ 1/N. 
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3. Computers with massive parallelism (103-106 data streams, 

controlled by a single instruction stream, e:.camples: CD-1,2, 

GF-11, systolic . and neural arrays) .,_,:-<'I. 

It is projected that machines of the third class will dominate 

parallel architectures in the nearest 10-15 years. 

Serious limi ts come from I/O communication devices, as Table 

2 shows (Ric, 87): 
Table 2 

Facility Peak rate E:ffective rate 

Telephone 300 300 
ARPA net 57K 20K 
ETHERNET 10M 1,5M 
CYBĘR-205 Channel 200M 100ll 

2. PARALLEL 0FTll'IZATION 

_It is well recognized tha:t maey optimization problem.s nre 

very expensive f'or one or more of the following reasons: the 

size o:f the problem (number of variables and constraints) is 

large; the objective function or c·ons'trai~ts are expensive to 

evaluate; many iterations ,~r functio.n evaluations are required 

to solve the problem; a large number of variants of th~ same 

problem must be solved. 

The only way to acbieve considerable speedups ,and to de~ 

crease the costs of solving optimization prbblems is through the 

use of~ collection of processors that cooperate in the solu

tion process. 

Efficient utilization of vector and paraliel machines re- -

quires ·new organizatio~ o:f the computational processes, new 
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ideas and new theoretical tools are necessary for designing, 

analysing and evaluating parallel algorithms. 

In the theoretical complexity ao.alysis of parallel algoritb~ 

an. important role is played by the Paz:allel .Random Access Ma-
j 

chine (PR.AM) model, which is defined as :fellows: A synchronized 

machine with an. unbounded number of processors and a shared me

mory which aLlows simultaneous reads from the same memory loca

tion but disallows simultaneous writes inte the same memory lo

cation. The computation starts with one processor activated; at 

any step an active processor can do a standard operation .or ac

tivate another processor; computation stops when the initial 

processor balts. 

There is a nice result (Br, 74) that relates the unbounded 

and bounded models of parallel computation. Assume a computa

tion consisting of a total of b operations can be carried out 

in time t using an unbounded number of processors. The computa

tion can be carried out with p processors in approximately 

t + (b - t)/p steps . 

One is usually i nt erested in knowing how many times faster 

his problem can be solved on the pa.ra llel computer as compared 

wi t h tbe serial machine . The parame t e r which estimates thi s 

quanti t y i s the speedup: 

SPEEDUP = TIME COMPLEXITY OF THE BEST KNOWU SERIAL ALGORITHM 

TIME C0MPLEXITY OF THE PARALLEL ALGORITHM 

Also tbe e:xploitation efficiency of t he processors in the com

putation process is an important measure for estimating the qual

i ty of a · parallel process: 

EFFICIENCY OF PROCESSORS UTILIZATION (ERD = _____ s __ P=EE=D ...... UP _____ _ 
NUl4BER OF PROCESSORS 
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Work in the area . of parallel numerical algoritbms is pro

ceeding in two major directions. First, specialization,of ex

isting al~orithm.s for parallel computers are proposed and re

fined. Decomposition and straightforward parallelization meth

ods hold a prominent position in this activi t_y. Second, new 

algorithm.s are being proposed, whose characteristics make them 

suitable· for parallleism. In (?.li, 84-) .five ,5I'Oups of methods for 

·creating parallel algorithm.s are distinguished: 

- Restructuring of a given algorithm as an algorithm numer

ically equivalent whlch contai ns a greater degree of parallelism. 

- Spliting of a given problem into subproblems that are solv

ed in parallel; the solution of the whole problem is obtained 

by combining the solutions of the s ,.1bproblems. 

- The "divide at impera" (divide and conquer) technique: a 

task of size _s is split intq two independent tasks of identical 

complexity but of size s/2, and this spliting , can be continued 

recursively. 

- Vectorization of the internally serial algoritbm; a direct 

serial algorithm is converted to an iterative method which rap

idly converges to the solution under certain c::ind;itions. 

- Asynchronous parallel„implementation of a serial strictly 

synchronized algorithm. 

In (Sl,O8) parallel algorithms for the minimax tree problem 

in a rooted weight~d digraph of n vertices are presented and 

analysed. The algorithms · are ·propos ed us ing three theoretical 

model~ o.f parallel co mputers: Sn.ID-SM-CREW (Shared Memory-Con

current Read Exc l usive Wr i te ) model, Systol ic Array mod.el, and 

Double - bi nary __tree machin.e. Table~ presents the complexi.ties 
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and number of processors for the .serial algorithms and their 

parallel counterpa.rts that salve the mentioned problem·. 

·table 3 

Sequential algorithms Parallel algorithms 

Algorithm C omplexi ty Complexity Algorithm. and com.-

' ' Number o~~ puter model 
processors 

1. Camerini 's 2 O(n log n) 2 O(n. log . n) 1. Parallel tb.resh-:_ 
threshold O(n2) ald algorithm. 
algorithm SDID-SM-CREW 

2. Dijkstra's O(n2) O(n log n) 2. Dijkstra's par-
minimax O(n) allel one-to-all 
path one- algorithm. 
-to-all DOUBLE-BIN.ARY 

algorithm - TREE 

3. All-to-all O(n3) O(n log 2 
n) 3. Parallel all-to-

minimax -all minimax 
paths al- O(n3) paths algorithm 

gorithm by by matrix multi-
matrix plication. 
multipli- SIMD-SM-CREW 
cation 

. ' 

4. Floyd-War- O(n3) O(n) 4. Floyd-Wars~all's 
shall's O(n2) all-to-all par-
all-to-all allel algorithm.. 
minimax SYSTOLIC A...'łRAY 

paths al-
goritbm 

·• 

Relevant speedups and processor utilization efficiencies are 

sum.marized in Table 4. 
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Table 4 

. 
Algori thms from Table 3 

1 2 3 4 

SPEEDUF O(n/log n) O(n/log n) O(n3/log 2 n) O(n2) 

EPU -1 O((n log n) ) -1 O((log n) ) O((log 2 n)-1) 0(1) 

The discussion we have conducted illustrates one way of think ... · 

ing about parallel. algorithms~ namely the way we have to proceed 

t9ward the parallel algorithm, starting with its serial proto

type and utilizing one of the many theoretical models of paral

lel -computation. Then, the time complexities, speedups and ef

ficiencies are evaluated (see Tables 3 and 4). 

In the case of the second way, preferences are given to ex

perimentation on existing computers. The main difficulty enco

untered on this way is the inadequacy between the highly effici

ent algoritbm we designed an\1 limitations attributed to the im

plementation facilities offered by ·a particular computer.We may 

eitber emulate our al.gor1tbm on sucha machine or · restructure 

it, which is equivalent to a redesigning _process. However, the 

overall complexity of the ~}go~ithm and the algorithm itself may 

be · completely changed. 
j 

Having this in mind many researchers prefer simulation meth-

ods for research and study purposes. We have adopted this ap-
' ' proach in the investigations ~urrently underway. One of the 

simulation tools we are using is the Jupiter-86 simulator 

( Ju, 86). The simula tor is wri t ten in PASCAL and run.s und er the 
• DOS operating system on a R:;/AT microcomputer. 

Codes are wri~ten in PARLAN, which is a PASCAL-like language. 
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Tbe Jupiter-b6 is a simulator with strictly limited pos~ibil

ities for multivariate experimental purposes. However, -it is a 

very useful teol for simulating regular multiproces_sor struct

ures (mesh, ring, cube tree, etc.), and for solving -small de:

monstrative problems. A serious disadvantage of this simulator 

is its inability to make precise measurements of computat i on 

and processing times. 

A typical plot produced as a res ult of the program run is 

given in Figure 1. 

So far we bave implemented three algorit hms with the Jupiter

-d6: Prim-Dijkstra's algorithm for the minimum (minilll?-X) s~

ing tree problem in a graph, (KKS. 58) ; Dijkstra's algorithm for 

the one-to-all shortest path problem in a digraph, ĆSG,83) and 

an algorithm for the o-lllB.tching problem in a tree, (Ku,88). The 

first two algorithms are implemented on a structure known as a 

double-binary tree computer (provides pipelining), the third al

gorithm is implemented on a one-dimensional mesh .and on a gen

erał tree multiprocessor machine. 

Further combinatorial algorithms and multiprocessor struct

ures are under intensive study: matrix multiplication,all-to-all 

sbortest path, testing conn~ctivity and spanning tree problems 

are being tested on hypercul>e, perfect-shuffle and orthogonal 

tree multiprocessors. 

In contrast to the widely used approach which in the complex

ity analysis neglects the time spent for imputing and outputing 

data to and from a multiprocessor structure, we cto consider 

these phenofilena. We demonstrate (KKS,86; Ku,88; SG,88) that 

under this assumption the time c_omplexity of an. algori thm im-
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plemented on tree machines is the .same as for tbe corresponding 

serial algori th-m. The tree structure shows Qigher efficiency in 
,, 

the case vihen data is generated ·in 0(1) · time in each proc~ssor , 

which is not true for the data :;.n a matrix form. 
; 

Finally we woold like to mention same interesting reports · on 

successful a;:-plication of vector and parallel machines f ·or solv

ing real-life and randolllly generated optimization problems 

(linear, nonlinear, combinatorial) (Rib,87; Ze,67), In (PR,cW) · 

t wo ·ecy large . Euclidean Travel:ing Sal.esman pr~ blems (1002 and 

2392 ci ties) have been solved to optimali ty on the pipelined 

CDC Cyber 205 computer. 

_Tbe team :from Sandia . National Laboratory -(Gi.IB,86) reports ·on 

solving th.ree _practical scientific problems in the fi.eld of wave 

mechanics, fluid dynamics and structural analysis, by me~, of a 

' 1024-processor hlIMD hypercube computer - NCUBE/10 from NCUBE 

Corp. 
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